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Vitamins with anti-inflammatory properties in diabetic and
nondiabetic subjects
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Type 2 diabetes mellitus predisposes patients to increased susceptibility to various infections. Nutrition plays a critical role in maintaining
normal immune function. Adequate status of antioxidant vitamins are required for the immune system to function efficiently. The aim of
the study is to evaluate the blood status of the major antioxidant vitamins with anti-inflammatory proprieties in diabetic patients and
nondiabetic subjects. The blood levels of vitamins C, A and E were measured in 150 Portuguese type 2 diabetic patients and 143 health
age-matched controls using previously validated HPLC methods. The study population was divided into three groups: group I-75 diabetics
with angiopathy; group II- 75 diabetics without angiopathy and group III-143 nondiabetic subjects. The statistical analysis was performed
by one-way analysis of variance and Pearson Correlation Coefficient. Group III had a lower mean level of vitamin E (22.2mM) compared
to the mean values obtained for groups I (29.4mM) and II (31.1mM). For vitamin C, group I showed lower plasma mean values
(3.84 mg/ml) compared to groups II (4.04mg/ml) and III (5.61 mg/ml). Vitamin A had the most similar mean levels between the three study
groups, being for group I-4.76mM, group II-4.08 mM and group III-4.28mM. Antioxidant vitamins mean levels were statistically (p = 0.05)
different between the study groups. For vitamin C, differences were observed between groups I and III. The mean values for vitamin A
were different between diabetic patients with and without angiopathy and also between diabetics with angiopathy and nondiabetic
subjects. The mean levels of vitamin E were significantly different between diabetic and nondiabetic subjects. The prevalence of hipo-
vitaminose C was higher than 95% for all groups. For vitamin E, the percentage of subjects with low levels was for group I-60%, group
II-51% and group III-84%. The prevalence of hipovitaminose A was insignificant in the study population. The prevalence of low levels of
vitamins with anti-inflammatory proprieties does not seem to be related with the presence of diabetes or angiopathy. Vitamin C and E
deficiency was high in diabetic and nondiabetic subjects. Supplementation with these two vitamins should be considered, especially in
diabetic patients who have suppressed immunity and a higher risk to develop or aggravate infections.
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